Why choose RASCH?
Because the original leads to success!
Customer Service, Maintenance, Overhauls
Do you have any questions around our machines
or possible wrapping styles?
Does your machine need an overhaul or check?
Ask for our extended customer service!

RASCH Special Wrapping Machine
Type RKS 2
Wrapping machine designed for
products with flat bottom, wrapping
in bottom folding. Can be equipped
with several feeding systems (e.g.
SV4/RTX).
Capacity: up to 400 upm

Wilhelm Rasch GmbH & Co. KG
Spezialmaschinenfabrik
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RASCH Format Part Design
Based on more than 60 years of experience,
Wilhelm Rasch Spezialmaschinenfabrik
have always been manufacturing all original
format part sets from the very first drawing
up to the final product themselves. Produced
with CNC technology these parts guarantee
an excellent wrapping result and a smooth
handling of your products.
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RASCH Special Wrapping Machine
Type RG / RGE
Wrapping machine for diverse products such
as flat bottom articles, eggs, balls, barrels
and hollow figures in several folding styles.
Capacity:
up to 70 upm

RASCH Compact-Cristallizer
Type R2C
This tempering unit can handle chocolate masses
(WITHOUT inclusions). Compared to other
tempering units, it offers a bigger cooling surface
and a second cooling level for optimal tempering
results and a complete heat exchange within the
chocolate itself. During handling, this leads to a
better mass viscosity. The closed warmwater
circuit with a circulating pump guarantees a quick
water distribution within the tempering system. The
integrated chocolate pump is up to approved Rasch
technology and design reflects modern hygienic
standard. The conveying distance for piping systems
is up to 5 m. Moreover, there is an option to heat
small tanks within the warmwater circuit. Warm
water connections for e.g. tanks or further piping on
demand. Integration of a heat-exchange system is
planned as an additional option.

RASCH Universal Wrapping Machine
Type RU 2
Modular and modern wrapping machine for
diverse products such as flat bottom
articles, eggs, balls, barrels and hollow
figures in several folding styles.
Quick change overs!
Additional options: string attachment
Capacity: up to 160 upm

RASCH Special Wrapping Machine
Type FI 4-6
Wrapping machine especially for
hollow figures (symmetrical/
asymmetrical) such as rabbits, sitting
rabbits, Santa Clause and other figures
Capacity: up to 60 upm

RASCH Special Wrapping machine
Type RSU with feeding system RTX
Modular and modern wrapping
machine for round (symmetrical)
products such as eggs, barrels or balls
in front folding or double twist rapping.
Additional option: string station.
Capacity: up to 400 upm
Comes with robotic picker type RTX.

